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       1          Which of the sentences indicate strong compulsion?

1) You must  see a doctor    3) you can see a doctor
2) You should see a doctor   4)you ought to see a doctor

2 Don’t distrub me! I ………( prepare) for D. S.C
1) prepared 2) am preparing 3)have prepared 4)have been preparing

3 At last ……..father in him aroused after looking the tears in his daughter’s eyes.
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4 I consider it ….honour to meet the president
1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article

5 He advise me not to waste money
1) “Don’t waste money,” he said to me. 2) “ Why are you waste money?”, he said to me 

3)” Don’t wastes money,” he said to me   4) “Never wastes money, “he said to me

6 He said that all had been laughing at the beggar
1) He said,” All were laughing at the beggar” 2) He said,”  Were  all laughing at the beggar”

3) He said,” All have been laughing at the beggar     4)” He said,” All are laughing to the beggar”

7 Miss. Sullivan took away the doll.( change in to  passive voice)
1) The doll has been taken away by Miss. Sullivan
2) The doll is  taken away by Miss. Sullivan
3) The doll was  taken away by Miss. Sullivan
4) The doll had  been taken away by Miss. Sullivan

8 We know that the sun is much bigger than the earth
1) It was known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth
2) It is known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth
3) It has been known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth
4) It will be  known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth

9 letters to intimates should be written in…………..
1) Formal style 3)a respectful manner
2) business like 4) conversational style

10 The body of the letter contains…………..
1) Salutation   2) message 3) acknowledgement 4)  None
11 our car………on the way home from the cinema

1) Broke up 2)broke up 3) broke down 4)broke off
12 Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘ consign’

1) g 2) n 3) n 4) c
13 supply the missing letter in the following word. Arch-- --  --logist

1) eao 2)  aeo 3)  eio 4) ieo
14 Lord Carnervon’s  brother.died ……..a burst appendix
1) with 2) from 3) of 4) for
15 We have a class again ……Friday.

1) on 2) at 3) in 4)  by
16 Identify the part of speech of the underlined word

The king lived for several years in the forest.
1) Noun 2) verb 3) adjective 4) adverb

17 Polya was an illiterate woman
1) noun 2) adjective 3) verb 4) adverb

18 Identify the wrongly  spelt word
1) forgoten 2) entrance 3) bodies 4) innocent

19 Everest is the highest peak in the world( change in to comparative degree) 
1) Everest is higher than many other peaks in the world
2) Everest is higher than any other peaks in the world
3) A few peaks in the world are as high as Everest 
4) No other peak in the world is so high an Everest.
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20 Identify the part of speech of the word “ export “
1) Noun 2) Adverb 3) adjective 4) conjunction

21 / k mju:nI n/
1) communion 2) communication 3) commission 4 competition

22 / e t I h /
1) itching 2)     etching 3)hinting 4) chin

23 You won’t be allowed to go for a movie unless   you finish your home work,” said the father. He is…….
1) Making a suggestion 2)imposing a condition

3) Admonishing the child 4) offering an advice

24 Can I carry the suitcase for you? This sentence is a
1) offering help 2) rejecting an offer 3)apologizing 4)seeking permission,

25 The behavior of the guests is hospitable ( the under lined words mean)
1) un favorable 2)ridiculous 3)welcoming    4)funny

26 You are sitting in a bus waiting for it to leave. It is already 10 min late.(what would you say)
1) it’s time the bus had left    2) it’s time the bus  left
3) it’s time the bus is leaving   4) it’s time the bus was leaving

27 Poor people in India are forced to live in small holes in crowded cities. The word hole means
1) big house 2 small house 3) slums 4) hamlets 

28 She was a spinster school teacher ( opposite word)
1) bachelor 2)widow 3) widower 4) divorced 

29 The A. P government is not organizing different children games presently……..?
1) Is it?       2) Was it? 3 )isn’t it     4) wasn’t it?

30 They did every thing;………..?
1) did they? 2) Weren’t they 3) didn’t they? 4) don’t they

31 Despite heavy rains there was scarcity in food grains last year ( compound from)
1) Though heavy rains there was a scarcity in food grains last year
2) Inspire of heavy rains scarcity was their in food grains last year
3) There were heavy rains yet there was a scarcity in food grains last year
4) None of these

32 Not with standing the cooperation of all members the work was not completed( compound from)
1) In spite of the cooperation of all members. The work was not completed.
2) There was cooperation of all members. The work was not completed.
3) There was co-operation of all members, other wise  the work was not completed
4) There was cooperation of all members, yet the work was not completed

33 Fill in the blank with appropriate word
It was a ………day so we decided to go on a picnic.
1) pretty 2)hand some 3)lovely 4) good looking

Passage

A pioneering scheme has been started recently in Southampton on England’s south coast to educate motorists who have been 
convicted of drunken driving.

      The penalty for drunken driving might be the loss of a driving license and a heavy fine. But under the new scheme, convicted 
drivers do not pay the fine. Instead they have to attend eight training sessions one week-organized by the local authority 
probation service. Designed to demonstrate the damage alcohol can do, the scheme was devised by senior probation officer 
John Cook. He said about a quarter of the people who came to him had a drink problem, but  had not realized how much they 
were drinking one way of getting the message across was to make the drivers pour out their usual ration of alcohol- and then 
measure it.
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     Al most every one pours out not a single measure but a double at least- an example of how easy it is to have more than “just 
one drink” and to encourage other people to do the same. The instructors on the course are giving clinical evidence of the 
effects of alcohol on the body and brain. The sober truth is that drink badly affects driving skills, although the drinker might like 
to believe other wise.

34.The Southampton scheme requires convicted drivers 
1)To pay heavy fine
2)To attend eight driving sessions-one week
3)To undergo a probation service
4)To surrender their driving license

35.John Cook devised the scheme
1)As a demonstration technique for driving
2)To demonstrate the harmful effects of alcohol
3)To show that south-amp ton was concerned about drivers
4)To prove that alcohol does influence driving

36.The problem with a quarter of the people who went to john Cook was that they
1) Did not want to stop drinking
2) were unaware of the fact that they could get drunk
3) Would not admit that they had a drinking problem
4. Did not know- how much they were drinking

37. Most drivers start off with at least
1)A double measure 3) a little less than a single measure
2)A single  measure 4) two doubles

38. The truth is that alcohol
1)Does not effect the body but only the brain
2)Affects only brain
3)Affects the body and the brain
4)Has no effects on the body or the brain

39. Which of the sentence is correct
1)Raju said “ Where are you going”
2)Raju said  “ where are you going?”
3)Raju said ,“ Where are you going”
4)Raju said, “ Where are you going ?”

40.Identify the sentences with correct use of punctuation
1) This is Ramu’s bag.               2)   This is Ramu’s bag.

   3) This is ramus bag.                4)  This is ramu’s bag.

Key

1) 2 2)    2 3)   3 4) 2 5)   1 6) 3

7) 3 8)  2 9)  4 10) 2  11) 3 12)  1

13)  2 14)  3 15) 1 16)  2 17)  2 18)  1

19) 2 20) 1 21) 1 22) 2 23) 2 24) 1

25)  3 26) 2 27) 2 28) 1 29) 1 30) 3

31) 3 32) 4 33) 3 34) 3 35) 2 36) 4

37) 1 38) 3 39) 4                 40) 1
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       1          Which of the sentences indicate strong compulsion?



1)  You must  see a doctor    
3) you can see a doctor


2) You should see a doctor   
4)you ought to see a doctor


2 Don’t distrub me! I ………( prepare) for D. S.C

1) prepared
2) am preparing
3)have prepared
4)have been preparing


3 At last ……..father in him aroused after looking the tears in his daughter’s eyes.

1) A

2) an

3) the 

4) No article.


4 I consider it ….honour to meet the president

1)  A

2) an

3) the

4) No article


5 He advise me not to waste money

1) “Don’t waste money,” he said to me.
2) “ Why are you waste money?”, he said to me 


3)” Don’t wastes money,” he said to me   
4) “Never wastes money, “he said to me


6 He said that all had been laughing at the beggar

1) He said,” All were laughing at the beggar” 
2) He said,”  Were  all laughing at the beggar”


3) He said,” All have been laughing at the beggar     4)” He said,” All are laughing to the beggar”


7 Miss. Sullivan took away the doll.( change in to  passive voice)

1) The doll has been taken away by Miss. Sullivan

2) The doll is  taken away by Miss. Sullivan

3) The doll was  taken away by Miss. Sullivan

4) The doll had  been taken away by Miss. Sullivan

8 We know that the sun is much bigger than the earth


1) It was known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth


2) It is known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth


3) It has been known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth


4) It will be  known to us that the sun is much bigger than the earth


9 letters to intimates should be written in…………..

1) Formal style



3)a respectful manner


2) business like



4) conversational style


10 The body of the letter contains…………..


1) Salutation   
2) message
3) acknowledgement
4)  None

11 our car………on the way home from the cinema

1) Broke up
2)broke up

3) broke down 
4)broke off


12 Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘ consign’

1) g

2) n
3) n


4) c


13 supply the missing letter in the following word. Arch-- --  --logist

1) eao

2)  aeo

3)  eio


4) ieo


14 Lord Carnervon’s  brother.died ……..a burst appendix

1) with

2) from
3) of
4) for


15 We have a class again ……Friday.

1) on

2) at

3) in

4)  by


16 Identify the part of speech of the underlined word

The king lived for several years in the forest.

1) Noun
2) verb

3) adjective

4) adverb


17 Polya was an illiterate woman


1) noun 

2) adjective
3) verb

4) adverb


18 Identify the wrongly  spelt word


1) forgoten

2) entrance
3) bodies
4) innocent


19 Everest is the highest peak in the world( change in to comparative degree) 


1) Everest is higher than many other peaks in the world


2) Everest is higher than any other peaks in the world


3) A few peaks in the world are as high as Everest 


4) No other peak in the world is so high an Everest.

20 Identify the part of speech of the word “ export “

1) Noun 

2) Adverb

3) adjective
4) conjunction


21 / kmju:nI n/

1) communion

2) communication
3) commission

4 competition


22 / e t I h /

1) itching
2)     etching

3)hinting

4) chin


23 You won’t be allowed to go for a movie unless   you finish your home work,” said the father. He is…….


1) Making a suggestion
2)imposing a condition



3) Admonishing the child 
4) offering an advice


24 Can I carry the suitcase for you? This sentence is a


1) offering help
2) rejecting an offer
3)apologizing
4)seeking permission,




25 The behavior of the guests is  hospitable ( the under lined words mean)


1) un favorable
2)ridiculous
3)welcoming    
4)funny



26 You are sitting in a bus waiting for it to leave. It is already 10 min late.(what would you say)


1) it’s time the bus had left    2) it’s time the bus  left

 3) it’s time the bus is leaving   4) it’s time the bus was leaving


27 Poor people in India are forced to live in small holes in crowded cities. The word hole means

1) big house
2 small house

3) slums

4) hamlets 

28 She was a spinster school teacher ( opposite word)


1) bachelor
2)widow

3) widower

4) divorced 


29 The A. P government is not organizing different children games presently……..?


1) Is it?
      2) Was it?
3 )isn’t it
    4) wasn’t it?


30 They did every thing;………..?

1) did they?
2) Weren’t they 
3) didn’t they?
 4) don’t they


31 Despite heavy rains there was scarcity in food grains last year ( compound from)


1) Though heavy rains there was a scarcity in food grains last year


2) Inspire of heavy rains scarcity was their in food grains last year


3) There were heavy rains yet there was a scarcity in food grains last year


4) None of these


32 Not with standing the cooperation of all members the work was not completed( compound from)

1) In spite of the cooperation of all members. The work was not completed.


2) There was cooperation of all members. The work was not completed.


3) There was co-operation of all members, other wise  the work was not completed


4) There was cooperation of all members, yet the work was not completed


33 Fill in the blank with appropriate word


It was a ………day so we decided to go on a picnic.


1) pretty

2)hand some

3)lovely

4) good looking



Passage




A pioneering scheme has been started recently in Southampton on England’s south coast to educate motorists who have been convicted of drunken driving.


      The penalty for drunken driving might be the loss of a driving license and a heavy fine. But under the new scheme, convicted drivers do not pay the fine. Instead they have to attend eight training sessions one week-organized by the local authority probation service. Designed to demonstrate the damage alcohol can do, the scheme was devised by senior probation officer John Cook. He said about a quarter of the people who came to him had a drink problem, but  had not realized how much they were drinking one way of getting the message across was to make the drivers pour out their usual ration of alcohol- and then measure it.

     Al most every one pours out not a single measure but a double at least- an example of how easy it is to have more than “just one drink” and to encourage other people to do the same. The instructors on the course are giving clinical evidence of the effects of alcohol on the body and brain. The sober truth is that drink badly affects driving skills, although the drinker might like to believe other wise.



34.The Southampton scheme requires convicted drivers 


1)To pay heavy fine


2)To attend eight driving sessions-one week


3)To undergo a probation service


4)To surrender their driving license


35.John Cook devised the scheme


1)As a demonstration technique for driving


2)To demonstrate the harmful effects of alcohol


3)To show that south-amp ton was concerned about drivers


4)To prove that alcohol does influence driving


36.The problem with a quarter of the people who went to john Cook was that they


1) Did not want to stop drinking


2) were unaware of the fact that they could get drunk


3) Would not admit that they had a drinking problem


4. Did not know- how much they were drinking


37. Most drivers start off with at least


1)A double measure

3) a little less than a single measure


2)A single  measure

4) two doubles


38. The truth is that alcohol

1)Does not effect the body but only the brain


2)Affects only brain


3)Affects the body and the brain


4)Has no effects on the body or the brain



39. Which of the sentence is correct


1)Raju said  “ Where are you going”

2)Raju said  “ where are you going?”

3)Raju said ,“ Where are you going”

4)Raju said, “ Where are you going ?”

40.Identify the sentences with correct use of punctuation

1) This is Ramu’s bag.               
2)   This is Ramu’s bag.


   3) This is ramus bag.                
 4)  This is ramu’s bag.


Key



 1) 2

2)    2

3)   3

 4) 2

5)   1

 6) 3




7) 3

8)  2

9)  4

10) 2  

11) 3

12)  1




13)  2

14)  3

15) 1

16)  2

17)  2

18)  1




19) 2

20) 1

21) 1

22) 2

23) 2

24) 1




25)  3

26) 2

27) 2

28) 1

29) 1

30) 3




31) 3

32) 4

33) 3

34) 3

35) 2

36) 4




37) 1

38) 3

39) 4                 40) 1


